
As a Tourist in Dolalghat 

Dolalghat Beach Hotel is ready to accommodate 
you with a wide range of activities in and 
around our marvelous nature, such as: 

Fishing groups: our rivers are famous for the 
fresh fish. People who love fishing, these rivers 
would be the best option. 

Boating: You will not have to go far. Our local 
boats and steermen will give you a great day on 
the river. 

River rafting: Sunkoshi river is very famous 
among the people who love rafting. This can be 
done the year around, but of course the rainy 
season is the best time. 

 

Walks in the nature on amazing paths: 
Dolalghat  is beautiful with the natural 
environment. Whether you make small walks 
near the river bank or trails to the mountain, it 
will give you relaxation of being with mother 
nature. 

Visit to some of the great monasteries in the 
vicinity:  There are many beautiful monasteries, 
temples and yoga centers in and around 
Dolalghat. The famous monastery of 
Namobuddha and the old Kalinchowk and 
Planchowk temples are worth visiting. 

Beach Hotel 

Our trained staff is ready to accommodate you. 
Cozy rooms and comfortable beds will make 
your stay a journey to remember. 

And – don’t forget: 

Try our cuisine – you might be astonished by 
the range of menus, which range from: 

Nepali Dal Bhat  

Different Western Menus 

Local specialties 

And – if you want to give a hand in one of our 
projects we will give you a good offer for the 
length of your stay. 

Way to Dolalghat Beach Hotel 
Kathmandu – Bhaktapur – Banepa – Dhulikhel-
Panchkhal – Dolalghat (60 Km) 

beachhotel.com.np  

  

WE NEED YOU !  

 

for our Dolalghat / Kavre project. 
Dolalghat Beautiful 

shelter.com.np 

beachhotel.com.np, 

Email: info@beachhotel.com.np 

tel. 98 49 04 72 75, 011-498047 
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Dolalghat Beautiful 
 
Dolalghat is a beautiful place located 60 kilometers 
away from Kathmandu. A place with quiet and 
peaceful rivers flowing between two peaks, 
Dolalghat is often considered as a picnic and movie 
shooting spot. 
 
The way to Dolalghat is interesting and exciting as 
you ride through the hills going past the tallest 
standing statue of Lord Shiva in Sanga and the 
wonderful and famous towns of Bhaktapur and 
Dhulikhel. 
 
Throughout the journey, you are accompanied by 
the green hills, flowing waters, small towns and 
villages. All with the backdrop of a beautiful 
scenery. 
 
A beautiful place to be, Dolalghat offers the 
magnificent views of the snowcapped mountains at 
the back while the front is adorned with 
comparatively shorter hills and valleys. Our river 
and the wide shore allow the visitors to relax and 
enjoy it’s beauty and peace starting in front of the 
hotel. Explore them whether you walk at their 
edges or swim through the deeper parts. 
 
Enjoy the rural part of the village with it’s bridges 
and temples, small restaurants and the local 
market. Or just enjoy the solitude offered by these 
beautiful surroundings. 
 
Wherever you go, the experience of being in 
Dolalghat is just wonderful! 
 

Shelter 
Under the name of shelter we are gathering all 
activities to make Dolalghat not only still more 
beautiful, but also to help people in need to get a 
better life. 

 

 

Our activities range from: 

Local school improvements: With the help from 
our still very small Shelter group, we made basic 
changes like school children safety, clean the school 
area, etc. Still, the school needs much more 
improvements. We are looking for some friends, 
who can help us to upgrade this small village school 
with their support and teaching skills.  

Volunteering at the local school: Many Nepali 
children would like to make friends with foreign 
people, to talk, learn, share their ideas. If you by 
any chance have some spare time to fiving classes 
like English or other subjects, you will find a big 
thankfulness coming in your direction. 

 

YOU !!! 

 

 

Cleaning Group: Together with some children of 
the local school, we have started to collect garbage 
and are educating some local people about the 
importance of clean environment. We hope to get 
more friends to join in our mutual efforts. 

Feeding of the poor: we are currently providing 
some foods to the poor and disabled people of this 
area. We would be happy if you would be a part of 
our changemaking efforts. 

Medical Help: Even small medical help is very 
welcome, as there is no steady doctor, dentist, 
therapist or veterinarian in Dolalghat. 

Organic Farming: With lots of obstacles regarding 
farming in the recent years, we like to motivate and 
train Nepali farmers to go organic. If you have any 
knowledge about this, please be welcome to share 
your experiences with them. 
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